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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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IT ’S NOT ALL GOOEY 
EMOTIONS
 A big part of the GFT model is relationship. It’s definitely one of the key components that 

has propelled GFT to be one the biggest soccer brands for soccer skills training. Jeremie 

is never too busy to help an email subscriber, answer questions on the blog, or stay after a 

session to provide mentorship and guidance to a player and their family.

However, relationship isn’t just about those feel-good moments. Sometimes it’s about 

professionalism and business etiquette. Even today, as this is being written, a marketer 

reached out on LinkedIn for a connection. This individual said that his business and brand 

were perfect for the GFT brand, that he was a former collegiate athlete and could offer 

an at-home business model for Jeremie to use to make more money. Jeremie asked many 

questions and watched the presentation. He then asked the man to explain how he thought 

this program would be a good fit for Jeremie or his audience. Here is the man’s response:

 I’m not sure man..I had not thought about your audience to be honest..you know your   

 audience better than me so that will be up to you...I’m not even totally sure this    

	 will	be	a	fit	for	you	yet...what	I	do	know	is	that	I	love	working	with	former	athletes	and	so		 	

	 that	is	why	I	personally	reached	out	to	see	if	it	was	something	you’d	be	open	to	checking		 	

 out.

The program had nothing in common with GFT or ESBA. This man did not know Jeremie 

or take the time to understand the audience. He was simply looking for someone to sell to, 

using similarities in background. He also said he was an entrepreneur but it turned out he 

was a salesman of a new program. Finally, as it became obvious the man was not interested 

in learning about Jeremie or his audiences, the pitch was professionally declined. The 

man’s response: if you run out of money and need to make some more, hit me up.

Not once did this man ask a single question and to Jeremie’s inquiries, he responded that 

Jeremie just needed to watch the video. You can see how you relate to people can greatly 

influence your business. 
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PRICING MODELS
Membership programs, sliding scale options, or set packages are just some of the ways you 

can sell your services.

           Membership programs

 Easy to set payment and forget it

 Easy recurring revenue

 Challenge to keep content fresh and clients engaged

 Typically need to offer multiple days and times to accommodate changing    

 schedules

           Sliding scale options

 Can offer different payment plans based on time commitment (e.g., 1, 3 or 12   

 months packages)

 The longer they commit, the cheaper the pricing structure

 Policies must factor in inclement weather if training outdoors

           Structured options

 Set payment amounts and schedules

 Avoid the single session option

 Give choices of session blocks of 4, 8 or 12

 Consider offering a 5% discount for the 12-week purchase

 Communicate an expiration date

For each program, clearly display the policies pre-purchase. This is best done through 

automation. As consent is signed, they can also sign an acknowledgment of policies and 

procedures, including inclement weather and cancellation policies. These don’t need to be 

long. A sentence for each policy will suffice.
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BUDGET TRUMPS 
OPPORTUNITY
GFT was started during the Great Recession. This meant that many families could not 

afford to have their kids train outside of their team practices. However, parents want to 

provide opportunity for their kids so Jeremie found a way to earn money as a trainer while 

making his prices affordable for those who were struggling.

 Set the prices. Jeremie still set his prices based on what he knew some could afford.   

 Plus, this communicated to many the value of the training, even if they could not   

 yet afford it.

 Offer flexible payment options. Jeremie took online payments so that parents   

 could use credit or debit cards or cash, depending on what was best for their family.

 Be creative with your training packages. Although the private training was ideal   

 for some players and the easier model for a newly started company, many people  

 could not afford this option. So group training was born. Jeremie came up with two 

 options: form your own group of 2-6 players and have everyone split the price or 

 come to a larger group for a cheaper price but a higher teacher:student ratio.   

 The age and skill level of each larger group session varied but the focus on    

 individual development made it a great deal and investment. That is how private 

 and open groups got started.

 Be generous. Generosity is vital to your success in business. There were still some   

 who could not afford training, even with the flexible pricing and payment plans.   

 Jeremie started a scholarship training opportunity where players and parents  

 could apply for a discounted rate or free training. This was not subsidized by others  

 but by Jeremie.

Even as GFT grew, there have been times when parents have told Jeremie they need to 

take a break due to job loss, cancer, trauma. Jeremie has told some of those to keep coming 

anyway but to not tell anyone. Pay it forward.
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1 Services such as PeachJar allow groups who teach children to market at the school and send emails to the parents of the 
district, provided they meet certain requirements. Talk to your local Independent School District to find out the opportunities 
available and see if this is a fit for you.
2 This includes those who have no debt at all.
3 While you’re not the judge of how people spend their money, pay attention to what they tell you. Manipulation looks like 
the parent who says they don’t have the money for you and need free training but they do have the money for other trainers. 
People devalue what is free; they pay for what they really want.

KEEP BUDGET IN MIND 
Pricing must be reasonable, especially for your area. If the average household income in 

your area is $42,000 / year, price accordingly. This may mean that you offer 30 minute 

sessions instead of hour-long sessions. It may mean that you cater to multiple ages and 

go to preschools in the mornings, public school kids at other times1. Be creative in your 

thinking!

The influence of debt and poverty on decision-making is well-documented. The total 

average of debt combined2 is $139.5 thousand per household. When you consider the 

statistics, it’s easy to see that many people may not be able to afford your training or are 

charging the payments on a credit card in order to keep up with their payments. Jeremie 

has had some player families who bounced checks occasionally. 

The online payments, payment apps and prepayment requirements before training help 

prevent some of that. But here is another place where relationship matters; if a family 

is having trouble with payments, you need to understand how to evaluate the situation 

before you give free training away.

           Do you need to help them with free training?

           Are they spending money on other training3?

           Do they work with you for payment? 

           Do they make good on payment typically? 

It is important that you understand that many people are greatly affected by being in debt 

or having shame over bounced payments. Also, consider how you might be influencing 

someone else’s psychology of decision-making. You might be inadvertently putting them 

in the position where they’re stressed to tell you no or that they don’t have the money for 

training. 

https://www.peachjar.com/
https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/average-credit-card-debt-household/
https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/average-credit-card-debt-household/
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4 A concept made popular in this book.

As people continue to respond out of their emotions more often, you should recognize the 

many influences on your client. When you know the person, you can understand which 

category best fits their situation and respond accordingly. That’s not to say you are a debt 

counselor but being wise about reading a situation you’re close to is good stewardship of 

the relationship, the business and the situation.

PRICE YOUR PRODUCT
Charge the right amount for your service. Many trainers charge too little for their service. 

There are always people who will try to negotiate with you over your set price. Do not 

get offended by this practice; sometimes it’s cultural but most of the time it’s cunning. It’s 

important that you (a) understand how profit works, (b) know what kind of clients you’re 

willing to work with. 

Imagine you have a job that costs $3000 with a projected overhead profit of 20% (or $600). 

If someone can convince you to meet their previously set budget of $2700, you did not cut 

your price by 10%. You cut your profit by 50%. However, the opposite can be true as well. 

You can raise your price by 10% because of your skill set and increase your profit by 50%.

CREATE A VALUE 
LADDER
Digital marketers often use a free offer to capture visitor’s interest. Why would they offer 

great content to help you grow for free? They know it’s an opportunity to create the know, 

like and trust (KLT) factor with you. The more you engage with them and their content, the 

more likely you are to purchase from them. The more you purchase once, the more likely 

you are to purchase again and again.

A well-planned value ladder4  (with solid sales funnels) will give you direction for ‘what’s 

next’ and where you’re driving relationship and traffic to with your sales. Simply stated: it’s 

a visual map for bringing people who are new to you to being in business relationship with 

you.

https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n
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The purpose of the value ladder is to help you visualize what you do or can offer clients 

that demands the least to the greatest of your time. This allows you to increase your time 

value in dollars. You can see how creating a one-time product in an hour’s time, that can 

be offered repeatedly for free, moves a client up the ladder, eventually allowing your time 

value to increase from time-in-hours to payment for value instead of time. 

$0

$7-$97

$197-$497

$1k-$2.5k

$2.5k-$5k

•    Skills checklist

•    10 min consult

•    Small group

•    Open group

•    Private training

•    Private coaching

•    Custom program

•    Year commitment
        private training

•    Private prep for
       college / pro

•    Nutrition / speed /
        agility

GFT SAMPLE VALUE LADDER
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DO YOUR HOMEWORK
Demographics 

           Average household income 

           College attendees from your area

 Did they play sports? 

 Were they paid with scholarship for sports? 

 Did they get outside training? 

What trainers are in your area? 

Similar in what ways? 
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Different in what ways? 

Pricing ranges they offer 

Is training their full-time income5? 

5 Full-time income as a trainer does not mean someone who is employed by a gym as a trainer but someone who is solely 
dependent on the income they personally produce.
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Pricing

           Session length 

           Session cost

 

Payment6 

           Online

           In-person

           Mobile-app transfer

Policies

Service options and packages 

Inclement weather 

6 Write out the options you would consider, their associated costs, options your bank may offer. Fees and hidden costs are 
explored further in the ‘Online Payments’ download.
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Cancellation

TECHNOLOGY
Review the suggestions below. Compare and contrast their benefits and ease of manage-

ment for you and your clients as well as cost. HelloSign, a GFT favorite, has a free option. 

When you consider that you don’t need a release but once per season or year, it makes the 

math easier! Hundreds of great software options exist; find the one that’s best for you.

Digital consent / release7 software

7 Digital consents are often better than paper if possible. Talk to your lawyer to confirm the best record-keeping practices for 
your practice. Keep allergy notifications in a secure document accessible online for cases of emergencies. Communicate in 
your release and welcome sequences that parents are responsible for sending necessary emergency medications such as an 
epi-pen. At a single hour session parents should be there anyway but preparation matters. You are NOT a doctor; don’t give 
medication out, even for allergies, unless it’s an emergency. Always dial 911 for emergencies. 

Dubsado 

https://www.dubsado.com/
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HelloSign

Docusign

https://app.hellosign.com/account/logIn
https://www.docusign.com/
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Calendly

Square Appointments 

Acuity

Scheduling options online

https://calendly.com/
https://squareup.com/us/en/software/appointments
https://acuityscheduling.com/
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